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The UK Network of eHealth Informatics
Research Centres become Farr Institute

Farr Institute (Scotland):
making it happen
Stephen Pavis
Programme Director
(Implementation)

£39M investment

Who is William Farr?
Farr Institute Collective Vision
“Diseases are more easily prevented than
cured and the first step to their
prevention is the discovery of their
exciting causes.”

William Farr

“To harness health data for patient and public
benefit by setting the international standard
for the safe and secure use of electronic
patient records and other population-based
datasets for research purposes”

How the capital investment
supports the objectives

Farr UK Objectives
•
•

•

•

E-Infrastructure: To establish an outstanding UK e-infrastructure
across the Centres.
Research: To enhance research productivity across the UK by widening
access to well-described datasets through a prominent UK-wide portal,
bringing new datasets to the research community and enhancing
communication.
Capacity: To develop a UK-wide co-ordinated offering for training and
capacity development to address the acute skills shortage in health
informatics research.
Public engagement: To engage the public and patients across the UK
and locally, in a novel range of activities to enhance public trust in the
use of health records for research.

There are five core components of the institute for capital
investments. Each of these will take place in the 4 UK sites
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Physical centres
Safe havens
e-infrastructure
New data access
Communication
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Farr Institute: Scotland
Grant formally awarded to Dundee University by
MRC circa £5m (capital)
Scottish Government supplement of £2m
NSS supplement of £0.5m
University of Edinburgh, running costs for No9
BioQuarter

NHS federated network of Safe Havens

Farr Institute, (Scotland)
Initial infrastructure support
•Lease of new building in Edinburgh Bio- Quarter – lease for 7
years (5 yrs MRC plus 2 yrs Scottish Enterprise).
•Refurbishment of Chiltern building at Dundee Medical School,
Ninewells Hospital
•High performance computing -EPCC
•A federated network of accredited Safe Havens (ie NRS
nodes)

Support to create new datasets
• Farr (Scotland) aims to work with the NHS to help
create 3 new national research ready datasets
– GP
– Laboratory
– Imaging
• These datasets will remain under NHS control and be
available to both the NHS and researchers (subject to
normal access permissions)

The Farr Health Informatics
Research Institute (Scotland)

A creative multi-disciplinary, creative
environments
Co-locating
– Informatics experts (Ed University)
– Health related research academics (across
institutions)
– NHS data experts (eDRIS staff)
– Data Sharing Linkage Service
– Administrative Data Research Centre
– Over time Industry
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Farr Institute/ NHS partnership
Making it happen in reality

Farr Institute

NHS

• Partnerships, networks and federated arrangements
are the only way to maximise Scotland’s administrative
data
• Single organisations or individuals cannot achieve this
in isolation

• Infrastructure capacity

• Information Governance

– Office space
– IT/computing
– Support for dataset
development
– Skills

– Caldicotts, PAC, R&D
approvals, ethics

• But this raises new challenges
– Roles and responsibilities of partner organisations
– help to navigate the system
– to know what’s possible

• Research findings
• New methods
• Collaboration

Farr Scotland Safe Havens and IT resources

eData Research and Innovation Service
Provide analyses,
interpretation and
intelligence about data
(where required)
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A named
Person from
start to finish

Single point of entry
for health research

Liaison with
technical
infrastructure
(safe havens)
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2

Help with
study design

Support projects
from start to finish

Facilitate
completion of
required
permissions
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Build relationship
between data suppliers
and customers
5

Liaison with data
suppliers to secure
data
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• Control of dataset
development
• Benefits realisation
– Clinical practice
– Policy and planning

SHIP IT infrastructure

Future developments to simplify access
permissions
• The Scottish Government’s Health Information
Research Advisory Group is likely to recommend
revisions to the permissions processes to ensure
efficiency

Provide expert advice on
coding, terminology,
meta data and study
feasibility
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Agree deliverables and
timelines
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Thank you for listening
Dr Stephen Pavis
s.pavis@nhs.net
0131 2756670
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